Abstract. For a continuous random variable in real number field, there must be a distribution and also a probability density function of this random variable. If there is a known function with this random variable as independent variable, its image is a smooth or piecewise smooth line, there must be at least one function that takes this random variable as its independent variable, these functions are bounded on the image of the first function. Any one of these functions conduct line integral operation to the line segment or arc length of the certain image of the first known function is the cumulative probability of this continuous random variable interval corresponding to the section of the image for line integral operation. A general designation for these functions are linear probability density function of continuous random variables. Conduct line integral operation to the linear probability density function and conduct integral operation to the probability density function have same results of the cumulative probability of continuous random variable. By the way, Line integration including curve integration. According to the uniqueness of the probability, the existence and the number of linear probability density function can be proved and calculated.
Introduction
For a continuous random variable as X , X R , which meet the condition X X 'X ' , obviously, there is a probability density function f x , meet the condition
. F x is the cumulative probability function of X . With reference to examples of curvilinear integral [1, 2] , If the integral domain of X , which equivalent to interval of the value of random variable X from real number axis, changes to the function image ( or a part of it ) of g x which is a continuous function or countable piecewise function, there should be another function h x in real number field, according to the uniqueness of probability, it meets g x h u du F x ³ . The integration path of continuous random variable X is a moving path of the points , x g x , composed of the value of X and its corresponding value of the value g x , on the g x moving in the direction of x-axis. h x are called the linear probability density function of the continuous random variable X in the real number field. To this end, its need to define the linear probability density function, and prove its existence and the number of the function in real number field.
Relevant definition
Here is a need to give definition and properties of linear integral, linear probability density function.
Linear integral

Definition of Linear integral
Set X , X R , X is a continuous random variable in the real number field, X X 'X ' . Its probability density function is f x , cumulative probability function is could also be a curve, could be bounded but also could be unbounded, but must meeting the smooth or piecewise smooth.
Classification of solving linear integral
according to the methods just now, mark the linear integral as ,
, there are: 
In short, if it is a need to find out the entire or a part of image of g x for operating linear integral, the method of infinite division could be used to realize to solve the linear integral calculation in traditional.
Linear probability density function
Definition of linear probability density function
According to the last section, reference to the definition and properties of probability density function and cumulative probability function [3, 4, 5] , h x is a function of X g x is also a function of X , set F x as the cumulative probability function of X , 
Properties of linear probability density function
It is obvious that linear integral of the linear probability density function is a change form of the curve integral, and the linear probability density function is also a change form of probability density function, so the linear probability density function has the characteristics of both of them. on the x-axis is g x x f f , in this case, make
Property 6. h x is the linear probability density function of a continuous random variable X , g x is the path of linear integral, f x is the probability density function of X , F x is cumulative probability of X , then
Property 7 is the uniqueness of the probability, for a continuous random variable, it is bound to be the only existence of the cumulative probability in a given region, no matter what form of expression of probability. The following is a proof of it.
Proof: X is a continuous random variable, its probability density function is f x , its cumulative probability is F x , linear probability density function is P P and 2 s P P must have one not equal to 1, it is unsatisfied to the regularity of probability density function, therefore, for any x x X , satisfied to
. That is to say, no matter the cumulative probability express by the integral of probability density function or linear integral of linear probability density function, for any value region of random variable X must be equal everywhere.
Proof of existence of linear probability density and its number
According to the uniqueness of the probability, it could prove the existence and number of linear probability density function. There are two kinds of situations, first one, f x is known, h x is unknown, g x h x z ;
Second one, f x is known, h x is unknown, g x h x . The meaning of f x , g x and h x are the same as above section. If to prove the existence of linear probability density function, that is to prove the existence of h x , it could be based on the equation of the probability like 
First situation
The meaning of f x , g x and h x are the same as above section.To reference the content of calculation method of curve integral of arc length in mathematical analysis, it could provide that :
Seek the first derivative on both sides, then: 
Second situation
Proof: f x is known, h x is unknown, g x h x , The meaning of f x , g x and h x are the same as above section.To reference the content of calculation f x is real functions, obviously, h x are also real functions, therefore, in real number field, the existence of h x is proved. The number of h x is 2.
In short, for two kinds of situation above, there are 4 h x in real number field.
Brief summary
Linear probability density function is a kind of probability density function, operating linear integral for linear probability density function is another expression of seeking cumulative probability. It could according to the known specified path to obtain different linear probability density function.
